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The spectrally narrowed emissions �SNE� from a flat single crystal of a thiophene/phenylene
co-oligomer were investigated in a series of polarized measurements. The SNE spectra comprise of
two major lines occurring at 507 and 514 nm. Of these, the former line effectively causes the
emission gain narrowing by the pulse laser excitation polarized along the c axis. The intensity of the
SNE is nearly isotropic with the radial directions along the flat crystal plane paralleling the bc plane.
The SNE is strongly polarized along the a axis with its emission polarization ratio of the a axis to
the b axis being 16.7. These polarized SNEs can be understood by the upright configuration of the
molecular long axis paralleling the a axis. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2719011�

I. INTRODUCTION

Organic semiconducting materials have been drawing in-
creasing attention over the past decade thanks to their excel-
lent optoelectronic properties. In particular, conjugated mol-
ecules and polymers have large potential as useful materials
for optical devices. As an example spectrally narrowed emis-
sions �SNE�, such as the laser oscillation and amplified spon-
taneous emission �ASE�, are observed through photoexcita-
tion of those crystals.1,2 The conjugated molecular crystals,
in turn, exhibit good charge transport characteristics in de-
vice configurations such as field-effect transistors.3–11 Thus,
the integrated features regarding optics and electronics make
these conjugated molecular crystals very attracting and
promising. With these circumstances as a background, re-
cently, thiophene-based molecular semiconductors show par-
ticularly interesting features. Fichou et al.12 and Horowitz
et al.13 first demonstrated the SNE from oligothiophenes in
the form of single crystals. Nagawa et al.,14 Hibino et al.,15

Ichikawa et al.,16 and Shimizu et al.17 also observed the SNE
using a variety of thiophene/phenylene co-oligomers
�TPCOs�. They attributed the relevant SNE to the ASE. Very
recently the laser oscillation has definitively been confirmed
using single crystals of TPCOs.18,19

In the present studies we have investigated the SNEs
from a single crystal of a TPCO material of BP1T-OMe �see
the structural formula in Fig. 1�a� and a photograph of its
crystal in Fig. 1�b��. Flat crystals of BP1T-OMe show strong
emissions from the crystal edges and the SNE can be ob-
served under strong laser light excitation as in the case of
other thiophene-based oligomers.12–19 Using these crystals
we measured emissions in various directions along the flat
crystal plane. Polarized emissions were studied as well. For
the purpose of the present studies we grew in vapor phase
single crystals of BP1T-OMe and carefully chose from
among them one of �1.0 mm in length, 0.46 mm in width,
and �630 nm in thickness �see Fig. 1�b��. We determined the

crystal axes as in Fig. 1�b� from a polarized micrograph ob-
servation and characteristic angles of the crystal.20 The c axis
is parallel to the crystal long side and the a axis is perpen-
dicular to the flat crystal plane �i.e., the bc plane�. The three
crystal axes are orthogonal to one another. This geometrical
feature enables us to carry out the polarized spectroscopic
measurements relative to the mentioned crystal axes. The
emissions are highly polarized parallel to the normal of the
flat crystal plane. This is principally because the crystals be-
long to an orthorhombic system, producing a rigorously up-
right configuration of the molecular long axis against the
crystal plane.20 Here the molecular long axis is defined as the
line connecting the two oxygen atoms. This renders the
BP1T-OMe exceptionally suited to the polarized spectro-
scopic studies.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The synthesis and purification methods can be seen
elsewhere.21 The crystals of BP1T-OMe were grown by us-
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FIG. 1. �a� Structural formula of BP1T-OMe. �b� Micrograph of the BP1T-
OMe crystal. A series of measurements was routinely started from this con-
figuration where the crystal was placed with the c axis horizontal. We de-
tected the emission occurring from the left parts of the crystal as indicated
with a thick arrow. As an option of measurements the crystal was rotated
around the normal to the crystal plane as indicated with a pair of arced
arrows.
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ing the sublimation recrystallization method. Our apparatus
and growth method are based mainly upon those described in
the previous literature.22–24 The apparatus consists of a glass
tube and two closely aligned band heaters wound around the
tube. The first heater is set at a high temperature for subli-
mation and the second one is for crystallization. The BP1T-
OMe powder was placed in the glass tube under a N2 gas
flow �55 ml/min� at normal pressure and heated up to
360 °C by the first heater. After 6 h heating crystals were
grown on the inner wall of the glass tube close to the second
heater �310 °C�. The single crystal shown in Fig. 1 was cho-
sen from among them and mounted on a glass substrate for
the measurements.

The experimental setup for the polarized emission mea-
surements is schematically shown in Fig. 2. The inset shows
an enlarged measurement geometry where different excita-
tion and emission polarization directions are indicated. The
excitation light was incident perpendicular to the flat crystal
plane. We detected the emission that occurred from the crys-
tal edge and propagated parallel to the crystal plane. Thus we
are measuring the emissions taking place in the direction
vertical to the incident excitation light �see the inset of Fig.
2�. The excitation laser light was rigorously polarized with a
polarizing plate and the polarization direction was subse-
quently rotated with a half-wave plate. The laser beam was
focused on the crystal plane so as to be from 2.4 to 3.4 mm
in diameter to irradiate the whole crystal. As an option of
measurements the glass substrate �on which the crystal was
mounted� was manually rotated around the normal to the
crystal plane �Fig. 1�b��. This allows us to measure the emis-
sions occurring from different parts of the crystal edge and
propagating parallel with the crystal plane in varying radial
directions.

For the excitation we used the third harmonic generation
�355 nm� of a Nd:YAG laser �LOTIS TII, Nd:YAG Laser
System LS-2137� to provide 18 ns pulses with a 10 Hz rep-
etition rate. The excitation energy �per pulse� was calculated
from average excitation power divided by both the irradia-

tion area and the repetition rate and controlled using ND
filters and a pair of concave and convex lenses which com-
prises of a beam expander. The emissions from the crystal
were detected with a photonic multichannel analyzer
�Hamamatsu Photonics, PMA11/C7473–36� after passing
through a UV-cut filter. Another polarizing plate was placed
just in front of the UV-cut filter to optionally examine the
polarized emission.

III. RESULTS

The emission spectra comprise of two major lines occur-
ring at 507 and 514 nm. The former �latter� line observed
occasionally as a shoulder was located 506.3–507.8 nm
�513.8–514.5 nm� at our instrumental resolution. We mea-
sured emissions from a BP1T-OMe single crystal with vary-
ing conditions. The following measurement conditions were
adopted: �i� excitation geometry �i.e., the positional relation-
ship between the excitation polarization direction and crystal
axes� can be changed; �ii� various directions in which emis-
sions take place can be changed. To achieve the conditions
�i� and �ii�, the excitation polarization direction and/or the
crystal were rotated. �iii� Additionally the emissions were
polarized just in front of the detector. Below we summarize
experimental results according to these measuring condi-
tions. Also see Table I for these conditions.

A. Condition 1 „the c axis polarized excitation
without the sample rotation…

First, we observed the emission that was occurring from
the same parts of the crystal; see a thick arrow in Fig. 1�b�
indicating this emission direction. The excitation energies
were varied from 5.5 to 551 �J /cm2. Except for Condition 1
we used the fixed energy for individual measurements �see
Table I�. The emission intensities were increased with in-
creasing excitation energies, accompanied by the emission
gain narrowing. The two lines peaking at 507 and 514 nm are
involved. Of these, the former line can be noticed as a shoul-
der �around 69 �J /cm2 excitation�, but this line rapidly
grows with larger excitation energies and dominates at
551 �J /cm2 excitation with full width at half maximum
�FWHM� of 6.5 nm. Nonlinear increment of the emission
intensity and a sudden decrease in FWHM are noted around
an excitation energy of 300 �J /cm2. A series of nonpolarized
emission spectra is displayed in Fig. 3. The intensity of the
other line �at 514 nm�, on the other hand, shows a weaker
dependence on the excitation energies.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of experimental setup for the emission measure-
ments. The inset shows an enlarged measurement geometry where different
excitation and emission polarization directions are indicated.

TABLE I. Excitation polarization direction, sample rotation, emission po-
larization, and excitation laser energy for each experimental condition.

Condition

Excitation
polarization

direction
Sample
rotation

Emission
polarization

Excitation laser
energy per pulse

��J /cm2�
1 c axis No No 5.5–551
2 c axis /b axis No a axis to b axis 347
3 c axis Yes No 587
4 c axis to b axis Yes No 587
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We determined the FWHM from the overall spectrum by
routinely taking a spectral width at the half of the largest
emission intensity. In the stronger excitation regime the
FWHM has been determined solely from the dominant 507
nm line.

B. Condition 2 „the c axis/b axis polarized excitation
without the sample rotation…

Second, we investigated the emission polarization fea-
tures. Since we have confirmed the occurrence of the gain
narrowing around 300 �J /cm2 of excitation, we measured
the spectra at an energy above this �i.e., 347 �J /cm2 excita-
tion for Condition 2�. Figures 4 and 5 show the results of the
c axis and b axis excitation, respectively. In both cases the
emissions are strongly polarized along the a axis. Their
emission polarization ratios of the a axis to the b axis were
both 16.7. For the c axis excitation, again, the 507 nm line
dominates �with the 514 nm line as a shoulder�; its FWHM
was 7.0 nm �Fig. 4�. This FWHM is significantly smaller
than that in Fig. 5.

C. Condition 3 „the c axis polarized excitation
with the sample rotation…

Third, we stepwise rotated both the excitation polariza-
tion and the crystal in the same direction and measured the
nonpolarized emission spectra. As a result the excitation po-
larization direction was held parallel to the crystal c axis.

The excitation energy was fixed at 587 �J /cm2. In this case
both the emission intensities and FWHM ��6 nm� of the
dominant 507 nm line are kept roughly the same, even
though fluctuation around the average could be noticed �Fig.
6�. This clearly indicates that the intensities of emissions are
nearly isotropic with the radial directions in parallel with the
crystal plane.

D. Condition 4 „the c axis to b axis polarized
excitation with the sample rotation…

We stepwise rotated the crystal and measured the non-
polarized emission spectra with the excitation polarization
direction unrotated. As a result the excitation polarization
direction was stepwise switched from the c axis to the b axis.
The excitation energy was fixed at 587 �J /cm2. The results
are depicted in Fig. 7. When the excitation polarization di-
rection is parallel to the c axis, the sharply resolved 507 nm
line indicates a strong emission intensity �FWHM: 6.2 nm�.
For the b axis excitation the 507 nm line lessens its intensity
and the FWHM becomes large. The 514 nm line, on the other
hand, shows weaker dependence on the excitation polariza-
tion direction. The overall spectra were broadened and
FWHM was �20 nm at the b axis polarized excitation
measurement.

FIG. 3. �a� Nonpolarized emission spectra of the BP1T-OMe crystal excited
with the c axis polarized light at various excitation energies �see Condition
1 in Table I�. �b� Excitation energy dependence of peak intensity of the 507
nm line �open circles� and the 514 nm line �open squares�. Full width at half
maximum �FWHM� of the spectra are indicated with closed circles. The
FWHM is determined from the overall spectrum; the same applied to the
subsequent figures.

FIG. 4. �a� Polarized SNE spectra of the crystal excited with the c axis
polarized light �Condition 2 in Table I�. The angle between the polarizing
plate �placed just in front of the detector� and the a axis was varied 0°
−180°. The diagram shows the results of 0° �parallel to the a axis� to 90°
�parallel to the b axis�. �b� Peak intensity and FWHM as a function of the
aforementioned angle.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The fact that the emissions are strongly polarized along
the a axis under Condition 2 is a consequence of the upright
configuration of the a axis. Both the c axis excitation and the
b axis excitation produce the highly a polarized emissions,
even though the emission intensities and spectral profiles of
the relevant emissions are considerably different �see Figs. 4
and 5�. We infer from this fact that this strongly a axis po-
larized feature is common to the measurements in the stron-
ger excitation regime.

The SNE is efficiently caused by the c axis polarized
excitation. In particular, both the emission intensity and line-
width of the 507 nm line is very sensitive to the c polarized
excitation energy. This line becomes strong and narrowed
with increasing excitation energies �see Fig. 3�. The intensity
of the SNE is almost isotropic with the radial directions
along the flat crystal plane paralleling the bc plane �Fig. 6�.
The b polarized excitation, however, turned out to be less
effective in causing the SNE �Figs. 5 and 7�. The 514 nm line
intensity appears insensitive to excitation energies regardless
of the excitation polarization direction. These observations
indicate that the 507 nm line is solely responsible for the
SNE. That the c axis excitation effectively causes the SNE,
may be associated with the extension of � electrons in the
molecules that is larger along the c axis than along the b
axis.20 The nature of the SNE is pertinent to the ASE which
has been observed for other related materials of TPCOs.14–17

FIG. 6. �a� Nonpolarized SNE spectra of the crystal excited with the c axis
polarized light �Condition 3 in Table I�. The crystal was rotated stepwise
�0°−180°� with the excitation polarization direction held parallel to the c
axis. The diagram shows the results of 0° �for which the c axis is horizontal�
to 90° �b axis is horizontal�. �b� Peak intensity and FWHM as a function of
the crystal rotation angle.

FIG. 7. �a� Nonpolarized emission spectra of the crystal excited with the
varying polarized lights �Condition 4 in Table I�. The crystal was rotated
stepwise �0°−90°�; the angle between the excitation polarization direction
and the c axis was varied 0°−90°. �b� Peak intensity and FWHM as a
function of the crystal rotation angle.

FIG. 5. �a� Polarized SNE spectra of the crystal excited with the b axis
polarized light �Condition 2 in Table I�. The angle between the polarizing
plate and the a axis was varied 0°−180°. The diagram shows the results of
0°−90°. �b� Peak intensity and FWHM as a function of the aforementioned
angle.
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The isotropic feature of the SNE reflects the presence of the
high gain media that comprise of molecules laterally packed
in parallel with the crystal plane.25

V. CONCLUSION

We have carried out the polarized measurements of SNE
with a single crystal of a TPCO of BP1T-OMe. The emis-
sions from the crystal are strongly polarized along the a axis.
Its polarization ratio of the a axis to the b axis was 16.7. This
large ratio is due to the upright configuration of the molecu-
lar long axis that parallels the a axis. The emission spectra
comprise of two major lines occurring at 507 and 514 nm.
When the crystal is excited with the c axis polarized light,
the SNE is definitively observed with an excitation threshold
around a pulse laser energy of 300 �J /cm2.

The intensity of the SNE is nearly isotropic with the
radial directions along the flat crystal plane paralleling the bc
plane. Of the two lines, the 507 nm line plays a major role in
the SNE. Both its emission intensity and linewidth are very
sensitive to the c polarized excitation energy. The 507 nm
line becomes strong and narrowed with increasing excitation
energies. The 514 nm line intensity, however, appears insen-
sitive to excitation energies regardless of the excitation po-
larization direction. The b axis polarized excitation was less
effective in causing the SNE.
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